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1 Introduction
The mission of resilience of Ukrainian cities calls for international collaboration
with the scientific community to increase the quality of information by identify-
ing and integrating information from various sources of news and social media.
In response to the conflict, the Centre for Information Resilience launched the
Eyes on Russia (EoR) [1] project in January 2022, aiming at gathering and veri-
fying media content related to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Another noteworthy
project is the Civilian Harm in Ukraine TimeMap (CH) [2], which provides a
descriptive record of incidents, including source links, precise location data, and
descriptions based on visual evidence. In this paper, we demonstrate how linked
data technology can be used to unify, enrich, and integrate data from multiple
relevant resources. We present use cases using the resulting data1.

2 Data Processing
We convert both datasets to linked data and enrich them with additional geospa-
tial information. Firstly, we address the issue of varying formats and fields in
reported events by adopting entities and relations from well-established ontolo-
gies like schema.org [3], Dublin Core [4], Simple Event Ontology [5], and GeoN-
ames [6]. This ensures a consistent and unique representation of geographic in-
formation. Following that, we present an algorithm for the detection of identical
events from different datasets. Our pipeline makes it easy to convert and enrich
datasets to integrated linked data [7]. Finally, we demonstrate in use cases how
our dataset can be applied to different scenarios for resilience purposes. Finally,
as for data enrichment, we use GeoNames’ APIs to retrieve missing informa-
tion, such as postal codes, for events. To handle multilingual cases and spelling
errors, manual intervention is used for resolving difficulties in data enrichment.
The process results in a more complete and standardized dataset that consists
of 10K reported events covering damage to hospitals, schools, roads, residential
buildings, etc., with enhanced overall quality for analysis and further research.
This approach can be easily adapted to other data sources such as [8] and [9].
1 The code and the original thesis are at https://github.com/LinkedData4Resilien
ce/linked-data. The integrated dataset is available upon request while the other
datasets are at https://triplydb.com/linked4resilience/-/datasets.
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3 Use Cases
Use Case 1 and 2: Events visualization and shelter location suggestion
As a demonstration2 of the use of our integrated dataset, Figure 1a presents the
result of a SPARQL query that retrieves events in Kharkiv in the integrated
datasets. We retrieved shelter data in the city of Kharkiv [10], and measured
the distance of events in Kharkiv to the nearest shelter. Figure 1b is a heatmap
that shows the location of damaging events where there is no shelter within 1km
distance. Thus, we suggest that shelters could be built to cover these areas.

(a) A representation of the damaging
events in the city of Kharkiv using YAS-
GUI

(b) A heatmap regarding the location of
attacks in Kharkiv without any shelter
within 1km

(c) Timelapse of events about public facilities (d) Multilingual

Fig. 1: Usecases
Use Case 3: Timelapse of damaging events about public facilities Fig-
ure 1c illustrates dates and their corresponding number of events about schools,
universities, and hospitals between 1st August 2022 and 30th April 2023.
Use Case 4: Multilingual representation of labels Incorporating multilin-
gual information in a resilience project utilizing linked data is crucial for effective
international collaboration, enhancing usability for many users, and improving
interoperability. Figure 1d displays multilingual labels for the city of Kupyansk,
showcasing the diverse linguistic representation in our enriched data. This holis-
tic approach ensures that potential users of the data can actively participate,
comprehend, and contribute to the project, ultimately fostering more resilient
and inclusive communities.
2 A video demo is included in the supplementary material for the use cases https:
//youtu.be/E_fr1KzfsVs.
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